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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 
In many quantum information applications quantum bits (qubits) are stored in single trapped atoms or ions. In 
particular, single ions held in radiofrequency electromagnetic traps are preferred because of their long achievable 
decoherence time and record-breaking quantum gate fidelity [1]. However, for scalable quantum information 
processing many such stationary qubits need to be connected. A preferred way of doing this would be via optical 
fibres, i.e., by transferring quantum information between stationary qubits with the help of “flying” single-
photon qubits. Efficient operation of the quantum network thus requires (i) high-fidelity transfer of an ion qubit 
onto a single photon, (ii) low-loss coupling of the photon into a single-mode optical fibre, and (iii) achieving 
conditions (i) and (ii) without disturbing the ion trap. 
Here we investigate the use of microcavities formed between tips of optical fibres for efficient ion-photon 
coupling. Such cavities are fabricated by laser micro-machining the fibre ends and subsequent coating with a thin 
dielectric mirror [2], giving rise to cavity mirrors with a Gaussian profile. These cavities allow for a small cavity 
mode volume and thus large ion-photon coupling fulfilling requirement (i), while simultaneously providing 
intrinsic coupling to the optical fibres they are made of, requirement (ii), as long as mode matching between the 
cavity mode and the fibre mode can be achieved at the cavity mirror. Using a semi-analytical numerical method 
[3], we show that the Gaussian-shaped mirrors can be used to enhance ion-photon coupling beyond what is 
possible with more common spherical cavity mirrors: Gaussian mirrors couple light between the normally 
decoupled Laguerre-Gaussian LGn0 cavity modes, and for appropriately chosen parameters the lowest order 
cavity mode can become more tightly focused at the cavity centre by an interference effect of several LGn0 
modes, thus providing stronger coupling to an ion trapped at this position. At the same time, our simulations 
indicate that this optimised mode still allows for efficient mode matching to the fibre modes at the mirrors. 
Previous experiments have shown that radiofrequency ion traps are highly susceptible to the presence of 
dielectric materials such as cavity mirrors near the trap centre, preventing requirement (iii) from being achieved. 
We have thus performed a series of finite-element method simulations of different ion trap geometries with 
integrated fibre-tip cavities to identify the most suitable configurations [4]. For five different ion trap geometries 
currently under investigation experimentally in various research groups around the world and for three cavity 
orientations each, we calculate the modifications of ion trap depths and trap frequencies as a function of the 
distance of the dielectric cavity mirrors from the trap centre. Our models indicate that distortions of the trapping 
potentials are minimised when the optical fibres are integrated along trap symmetry axes such that either they are 
shielded as much as possible by metallic electrodes or that they are aligned along lines of minimum electric 
fields. 
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